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This book presents the core concepts of geographical
education as a means of understanding global issues from a
spatial perspective. It treats education, supported by high
standards, approaches, methodologies, and resources, as
essential in exploring the interactions of the world’s human
and environmental systems at local, regional, and global
scales embedded in the nature of the discipline of geography.
It covers topics such as climate change, sustainable
development goals, geopolitics in an uncertain world, global
crisis, and population flows, which are of great interest to
geography researchers and social sciences educators who
want to explore the complexity of contemporary societies.
Highly respected scholars in geography education answer
questions on key topics and explain how global
understanding is considered in K-12 education in significant
countries around the globe. The book discusses factors such
as the Internet, social media, virtual globes and other
technological developments that provide insights into and
visualization – in real time – of the intensity of relationships
between different countries and regions of the earth. It also
examines how this does not always lead to empathy with
other political, cultural, social and religious values: terrorism
threats and armed conflicts are also essential features of the
global world. This book opens the dialogue for global
understanding as a great opportunity for teachers, educators,
scholars and policy makers to better equip students and
future citizens to deal with global issues.
This book will benefit specialists in the field of the education
sciences. It represents significant progress in knowledge
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production. Self-directed learning has become increasingly
important, not only for education in South Africa but also for
education sciences in the international arena. This is a result
of the changing education landscape, caused by the
demands of the 21st century as well as the rapid change in
knowledge production. Learners should be equipped with
skills to take responsibility for their own learning. New
innovative strategies should be incorporated into teaching
and learning in order to meet the changing demands in
education. Traditional teacher-centred practices are still the
norm in most South African schools and higher-education
institutions and do not adequately prepare students for
lifelong learning in the 21st century. The content focuses on
the theory behind self-directed learning, explores strategies
such as cooperative learning, problembased learning, casebased teaching and large-group teaching that enhance selfdirected learning and the use of blended learning in a selfdirected learning environment. The book demonstrates how
self-directed learning can be enhanced in mathematics,
computer-science and life-science education and through the
use of student tutors for geography. Digital technology could,
for example, also be used in innovative ways for education in
isiZulu folk poetry. The findings are based on original
empirical research and a sound theoretical-conceptual
framework. In an environment of rapidly changing knowledge
production, this book responds to the challenge of how to
equip learners with the necessary skills to take responsibility
for their own learning. The book presents innovative teaching
and learning strategies for meeting the changing demands in
education. Group activities, the responsibilities of learners
and the obstacles that hinder their learning are analysed, and
the way in which educators can support them is discussed.
Educational values such as mutual trust are discussed, and
self-directed assessment is explored. This is a timely
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collective work authored by experts who subscribe to the
approach of self-directed learning. Educators should discover
new teaching and learning strategies and value the
integration of self-directed learning in the classroom.

A gateway at the U.S.-Mexico border, Tijuana is a
complex urban center with a sizeable population of sex
workers. An in-depth case study of the trade, Sex Work
and the City is the first major ethnographic publication on
contemporary prostitution in this locale, providing a
detailed analysis of how sex workers' experiences and
practices are shaped by policing and regulation.
Contextualizing her research within the realm of
occupational risk, Yasmina Katsulis examines the
experiences of a diverse range of sex workers in the
region and explores the implications of prostitution,
particularly regarding the spheres of class hierarchies,
public health, and other broad social effects. Based on
eighteen months of intensive fieldwork and nearly 400
interviews with sex workers, customers, city officials,
police, local health providers, and advocates, Sex Work
and the City describes the arenas of power and the
potential for disenfranchisement created by municipal
laws designed to regulate the trade. Providing a detailed
analysis of this subculture's significance within Tijuana
and its implications for debates over legalization of "vice"
elsewhere in the world, Katsulis draws on powerful
narratives as workers describe the risks of their world,
ranging from HIV/AIDS and rape (by police or
customers) to depression, work-related stress, drug and
alcohol addiction, and social stigma. Insightful and
compelling, Sex Work and the City captures the lives
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(and deaths) of a population whose industry has broad
implications for contemporary society at large.
The Oxford South African Thematic Atlas for grades
10-12 is a superb collection of maps and a
comprehensive reference tool designed to meet the
CAPS requirements for Geography in Grades 10 to 12.
In addition to the detailed maps of South Africa, Africa
and the world, it is arranged according to important
geographical themes.
Produced in partnership with the National Geographic
Society, this remarkable book helps you master the basic
tenets of world geography while exploring established
and emerging tourist destinations worldwide. The book
begins with an overview of geographic concepts and an
introduction to the global tourism industry, including the
perspective of both hosts and guests. World destinations
are covered in twelve sections divided into short, easy-todigest chapters, each presenting regional geographic
information and physical, cultural, and touristic details
specific to individual countries and locations. Each
destination features a flag, National Geographic map,
descriptive introduction from the National Geographic
Atlas of the World, key facts and data, travel and cultural
tips, and information on significant tourist destinations
and attractions. Each section contains National
Geographic articles in the features “Insider Info,”
“Through the Visitor’s Eyes,” “City Highlights,” and
“Preserving the Future.” In addition to extensive updates
to reflect the latest trends and developments in world
tourism, the Fifth Edition now features a vibrant, full-color
design. Ideal for avid travelers and aspiring hospitality,
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travel, and tourism professionals, NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC LEARNING’s VISUAL GEOGRAPHY
OF TRAVEL AND TOURISM, Fifth Edition, is an
engaging and informative guide to the world’s varied
and appealing destinations. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Knowledge remains timely in education. The need for
academics to contemplate its relevance, worth, use and
everything in-between deems a continuous intellectual
project, rather than a conundrum to be solved. This book
takes the South African context by the horns as it challenges
the often dormant and traditionalist ways in which higher
education spaces see knowledge. Through original research
and the voices of academics and students, this book argues
for repurposing knowledge generation, knowledge sharing
and critical pedagogy so that more inclusive teaching and
learning environments can be both imagined and sustained.
The contentious tensionalities that this creates for LoLT and
SoTL, in particular, are unlocked so as to trouble the South
African higher education landscape with the intent to proffer
alternative pathways for a knowledge beyond colour lines.
Prof Shan Simmonds (PhD) NWU This edited volume bristles
with fresh scholarly approaches and insights of an emergent
generation of engaged scholars grappling with the issues and
problems of higher education in South Africa. The issues
dealt with here are varied and encompassing. They are
treated with intellectual delicacy and probing sensitivity,
articulacy, informed data and bold conclusions. They serve
well! Prof. Kwesi Kwaa Prah, Emeritus Professor of
Sociology, University of the Western Cape Founder of the
Centre for Advanced Studies of African Society
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools
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to improve their technology and their world. The core belief
that Popular Science and our readers share: The future is
going to be better, and science and technology are the driving
forces that will help make it better.
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This book deals with several issues linking immigration and
social development. Following several approaches, from
economic to sociological ones, it covers the many effects of
the rising phenomenon of immigration. It deals with the
effects of immigration on economic growth, on human capital
accumulation, and on the government budget. Moreover, it
also includes contributions on the social integration of
immigrants and on the effects they have in some different
cities. It covers studies in countries such as Norway, the USA,
Romania, and South Africa. The book Immigration and
Development is an essential reading for those who want to
get a social sciences multidisciplinary approach to
immigration as a social phenomenon.
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